
 

 

 

 

 RESPONSE TO THE GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

We would like to thank the Committee for its thorough work and constructive 

criticism. Following, is our response, divided into three parts:  

A. Response to the BSc Program recommendations;  

B. Response to the MSc Program recommendations;  

C. Response to the Committee's recommendations regarding research. 

 

A. RESPONSE TO THE BSC PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS 

We would like to express our appreciation to the constructive criticism of the 

committee and will make an effort to carry out the recommended improvements of 

the Biotechnology Program (BTP). We feel, however, that a major part of the 

criticism resulted from the fact that TAU has a “Biology with emphasis on 

Biotechnology” BSc program, which is not a genuine BSc program in Biotechnology. 

It seems that the recommendations of the committee regarding the BSc program are 

aimed at converting the BSc program to a “real” BSc program in Biotechnology, 

similar to programs offered by other Israeli Universities. If so, a decision should be 

made by the University authorities to apply for a full BSc program in Biotechnology. 

 

General Major Recommendations are: 

 

1. The university should launch an immediate effort directed at renovating and 

re-tooling the teaching laboratories of the BTP. Without delay, provide 

students (and staff) with a properly furnished, quite, air-conditioned space 

where they can have their breaks and lunch. 

 

Response: The poor state of the teaching laboratories at the Faculty of Life Sciences 

was criticized already in the MALAG report that was submitted following the 

evaluation of the Faculty in 2008. We (the leaders of the BTP) of course are in favor 

of renovating the teaching laboratories of the faculty. Moreover, as described in 



sections below, we recommend opening two new Lab courses (Bioreactors and 

Bioseparation) that will require not only renovation but also the purchase of new 

equipment. We estimate that renovating the teaching labs and constructing the new 

Labs will cost above $ 500,000. The realization of such a renovation plan will require 

that funding for this purpose is provided by the University 

 

2. Develop a concise and focused mission statement; identifying biotechnology-

related strength and excellence areas where the competitiveness of the 

program can be highlighted, and develop a clear strategic plan for the 

program.  

 

Response: We have already implemented such a statement. The mission statement 

of the program is: 

“The goal of Tel Aviv University’s Biotechnology Program is to educate and train the 

next generation of highly skilled scientists who will assume leadership roles in 

multidisciplinary biotechnological research both in the academia and industry. This 

goal will be achieved through a cohesive training program combining fundamental 

courses in Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry and Biology, together with courses 

providing strong bio-analytical tools, and comprehensive laboratory courses. 

Furthermore, elective courses, such as Nanobiotechnology, Drug delivery, 

Pharmacology and Tissue engineering will expose the students to the state of the art 

research conducted, and recent advances in Biotechnology.  An important aspect of 

the training program will be the promotion of meaningful research interaction 

between the students and biotechnological research laboratories in the School of 

Biotechnology”.   

 

3. Establish well defined multi-disciplinary research/area-focused groups of 

faculty members. 

Response: This part is discussed in the part of the “Research model”. 

 



4. Establish (3-4) study tracks reflecting the competitive edge and excellence of 

the program. For each track, appoint a senior faculty member as a leader; 

Link the study tracks to the relevant research groups. 

Response: This part is discussed in the part of the MSc program. 

 

5. Establish an Industry Advisory Board to the BTP. 

Response: We will establish such an advisory board with members who are leaders 

of Israeli Biotech and include Israeli venture capital representatives as well. This 

should involve a mechanism for compensating the members of the Advisory Board 

for their efforts. 

 

6. Revise and enhance the curricula of the program, as detailed in this report. 

Response: See specific itemization below (sections 11-13). 

 

7. Introduce and implement a Learning Outcome Assessment Concept as the 

main tool for assessing the learning outcomes of all the courses included in 

the curricula of the program. 

Response: We shall appoint a Learning Assessment Committee, composed of the 

head of the BSc Program, the head of the MSc Program, the head of the Faculty 

Graduate School and the Dean of the Faculty of Life Sciences. This committee will 

follow the number of students that were admitted to the programs, the academic 

achievements of these students in comparison to the achievements of students from 

other programs, and the % of students that finish their studies. It will also follow the 

future of the students that graduate the programs: how many continue to higher 

degree studies and in which institutions, and how many join the biotechnology 

industries.  

 

 

Specific Recommendations for the BSc program: 

8. Appoint, without delay, an ad hoc committee, consisting of senior faculty 

members from the constituent departments and programs, charged with the 

task of developing a concise and focused mission statement, identify strength 



and excellence areas, and develop a clear strategic plan for the program. 

(Immediate, full implementation within one year) 

 

Response: We have implemented this comment and this committee was already 

appointed. The members are: Prof. Moshe Mevarech, Dean of the Faculty, Prof. Itai 

Benhar, former head of the BSc program in Biology with emphasis of Biotechnology, 

Prof Dan Peer and Dr. Tal Dvir, heads of the BSc program in Biology with emphasis of 

Biotechnology, Prof. Amihay Freeman and Prof. Gidi Fleminger, heads of the MSc 

program in Biotechnology, Prof. Miguel Weil, head of the Graduate School at the 

Faculty of Life Sciences, Prof. Adi Avni, an expert in Plant Biotechnology and Ms. 

Shosh Bar - Administrative Assistant, Teaching Affairs.  

 

9. Establish and install an Industry Advisory Board to the IFBP, consisting of 

industry leaders and alumni 

Response: See comments in section 5. 

 

The Study Program 

 

10. Develop and instruct (during the first year of studies) a compulsory course in 

technical writing (in both English and Hebrew) (Immediate, full 

implementation within 1-2 years) 

 

Response: A course in technical writing is part of a graduate studies in TAU as in 

other universities, and perhaps also in 4 year Biotechnology Engineering study 

programs but not of 3 years BSc programs such as the one we offer.  

 

11. Include in courses more elements where students have to develop and 

present oral presentations. 

Response: The BSc study program has already been revised in that regard, and 

currently there are six courses in which the students prepare and present oral 

presentations. These are: the second year Seminar in Biotechnology (2 hours), the 

third year course in “Chapters in Biotechnology” (4 hours), the third year course 



“Introduction to NanoBiotechnology” (4 hours), the third year course “Introduction 

to Tissue Engineering” (2 hours), the third year course “Seminar in Drug Discovery” 

(2 hours) and the third year course “Entrepreneurship in Biotechnology” (2 hours) (in 

total 16 course hours). 

In addition, students of the program carry out one or two research project (6 hours 

each) in which they present their research orally in the respective group meetings. 

 

12. Include as part of the grade components of the Project Lab an oral 

presentation. 

Response: As described in the previous item, this is already implemented. Students 

of the program carry out one or two research project (6 hours each) in which they 

present their research orally in the respective group meetings. 

 

13. Revise and enhance the curriculum according to the needs and 

deficiencies that are detailed in this report: create new and update existing 

biotechnology-specific courses to allow introducing all the major concepts and 

disciplines associated with modern biotechnology. (Intermediate, full 

implementation within 2-4 years) 

Response: Parts of these recommendations were already implemented in the 

curriculum of the program: the two courses in “Organizational behavior” and Project 

Design” were removed. Two new courses: “Introduction to Tissue Engineering” and 

“Entrepreneurship in Biotechnology” were introduced. 

 

In addition, we offer to introduce the following new courses into the curriculum 

(named are tentative), some as compulsory courses and some as electives: 

1) Introduction to Bioreactors. 

2) Bioseparation 

3) Thermodynamics  and kinetics in Biological systems 

4) Drug delivery systems and Nanomedicines 

5) Stem cells and regenerative Medicine 

6) Renewable energy 



To accommodate these new courses, most of which as compulsory, we shall exclude 

from the list of current compulsory courses the following courses: 

1) Evolution 

2) Ecology (since it does not cover subjects such as sustainability which are 

relevant to biotechnology) 

3) Animal physiology (if at all, students of Biotechnology should study human 

anatomy and physiology) 

 

We also recommend that students of the program study Mathematics, Physics and 

Chemistry at higher levels and in separate courses than students of Biology. In fact, 

this was already implemented in the introductory course in Mathematics. 

 

14. Develop and introduce “multi-conceptual” rather than uni-conceptual” 

courses in biotechnology. 

Response: The list of new courses listed above and new Lab courses listed below 

should provide such a “multi-conceptual” education to our students. 

 

15.  Develop a comprehensive list of electives from both the constituent 

departments of the Faculty of Natural Sciences and other programs. 

Response: The students enrolled at the current “Biology with emphasis on 

Biotechnology” program can study the elective courses in each of the four faculties: 

Life Sciences, Medicine, Exact Sciences and Engineering. This is unique in the Faculty 

of Life Sciences, as students of other programs must study most of the elective 

courses in the Faculty itself. This is clearly stated in writing in the Program curriculum 

published by the faculty of Life Sciences on its website and it is well noticed by the 

students.  We shall include a new list of “recommended elective courses” in the 

program, to make it easier for the students to choose elective courses relevant to 

Biotechnology.  

 

16. Develop new and update existing laboratory courses to allow instructing 

students in current approaches and methods that are commonly used in 



modern biotechnology. Update and upgrade the instrumentation in these 

labs to what is common in modern biotechnology. 

Response: In addition to renovating the Teaching Laboratories infrastructure, we 

offer to establish two new Lab courses for the BTP program: 

1) Lab in Bioreactors and fermentation 

2) Lab in Bioseparation 

Students of the program are already eligible to participate in other Lab courses of 

the Faculty with subjects relevant to modern Biotechnology such as Labs in 

Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, Molecular Biology, Molecular Cell Biology, 

Biochemistry, Immunology and Microbiology. 

 

The inclusion of new courses in the curriculum cannot rely only on the existing 

Faculty members of Life Sciences. Additional Faculty members have to be hired and 

in the interim period until we can rely on TAU faculty members for the whole 

curriculum, external lecturers should be hired. 

 

17. Remove the two courses “Organizational behavior” and Project Design” from the 

curriculum. 

Response: We have already removed these two courses from the program 

curriculum. 

 

To conclude: Our response to the committee’s recommendations on the BSc 

program includes a list of steps intended to improve the study program. These steps 

which include improving infrastructure and changing the curriculum were partially 

implemented already. Some flaws in the program were not evident to us and we 

thank to committee members for pointing them to us. We have a sincere intention 

to carry out the recommendations in full. Such fulfillment will require investment of 

resources by the University for improving infrastructure, for hiring new Faculty 

members, for paying external teachers and for compensating member of the 

Advisory Board. 

 

 



B. RESPONSE TO THE MSc PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS 

General Major Recommendations are: 

1. Establish (3-4) study tracks reflecting the competitive edge and 

excellence of the program and its constituent departments.  

2. Revise the curriculum according to what is detailed in this report and 

organize it in the form of track-specific course paths. 

 

Response: The M.Sc. in Biotechnology at the Life Science Faculty of the TAU is 

defined as a track, not as a Program. As such, it has to comply with the track 

structure which limits the total number of courses taken to 30 semesterial teaching 

hours and track-specific hours to about 20. 

We are doing our best to fill these hours with advanced, high level courses which 

cover many aspects of modern Biotechnology such as "Biotechnology" (Introduction 

and Advanced), "Separation Processes", "Antibody Engineering", "Principles and 

Application of Physical Methods", etc. In addition we are the only LS Faculty track 

that offers more general courses such as "Bioethics" and "Guided Writing of 

Scientific Proposals"1. This makes the Biotechnology track the most demanding of 

the 10 tracks offered by our Faculty. It should be mentioned, that there is a growing 

tendency of all other tracks to become less demanding with more elective, non-

specific courses, some of them requiring only participation in a seminar or taking one 

flag-course. Competition with these tracks has thus lowered the number of students 

in our program to about 15. Nevertheless, the above mentioned courses offered by 

the Biotechnology Track are some of the most populated courses, taken by students 

from all other tracks. 

The Committee suggests making the Program more flexible and divided into study 

sub-tracks. As mentioned above, the Program has become more flexible two years 

ago, in an attempt to make it more compatible with other tracks. We feel, however, 

that this flexibility reduces the professional quality of the Program. The track-

                                                 
1
  Until two years ago these two courses used to be mandatory, but because of the requirement to 

make our curriculum more flexible they are now defined as "mandatory-elective" courses (the 
student has to choose 3-6 out of 9 courses). 



structure of the M.Sc. Program in our Faculty on one hand, and the low number of 

students in the Biotechnology tracks on the other, do not allow division into sub-

tracks at this time. We do agree, however, that the curriculum may be enriched. 

In addition to the curriculum courses we do our best to introduce enrichment 

courses by outstanding lecturers from Academy and Industry. Though, our success is 

limited as these courses often require bringing experts out of campus, for which we 

need special budget, currently not available to our faculty.  

Our MSc students participate annually in a two days Meeting of the Laura Schwarz-

Kipp Institute of Biotechnology where each one of them presents his work, either as 

a Poster or a Lecture, and is exposed to the work of other students and Faculty 

members. 

 

Ph.D. program in biotechnology 

3. Establish and offer a Ph.D. program in biotechnology. 

 

Response: The Ph.D. degree at the Tel Aviv University is an institutional degree and 

is not handled as specific Program (except in medicine and law). Most relevant 

students have taken graduate studies within the M.Sc. program in biotechnology. 

The curriculum of Ph.D. studies is very limited. They have to take two mandatory 

courses, "Biostatistics", and "Scientific English Writing" plus eight additional 

academic points within four years, which can not be considered as a Program. 

 

Teaching & Learning Outcomes 

4. Introduce and implement a Learning Outcome Assessment concept as the 

main tool for assessing the learning outcomes of all of the courses and 

learning experiences included in the curricula of the study programs. 

Introduce and implement BTP-specific tools to assess the effectiveness and 

relevance of all instructors and courses attended by the program’s students. 

 



Response: Please see response to Recommendation 7 of the BSc Program.  

 

Human Resources - Faculty members  

5. Find ways to enhance the financial support to the BTP in order to enhance the 

competitive edge of the program. 

 

Response: We thank the Committee for the appreciation of our teaching staff. As 

mentioned above, we would like to bring experts from Industry and Academia to 

give additional advanced courses which needs additional funding. 

 

C. RESPONSE TO THE COMMITTEE'S RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING RESEARCH 

1. Establish well defined multi-disciplinary research groups/ area-focused 

groups of faculty members according to the identified strength and 

excellence in biotechnology-related directions. (Immediate, full 

implementation within one year) 

 

Response:  

Biotechnology research in TAU is performed in many departments in various 

faculties 

Research in Biotechnology at large in Tel Aviv University (TAU) is not confined to the 

Department of Molecular Microbiology & Biotechnology (MMB) of the Faculty of Life 

Sciences. 

In fact, several members of the Department of MMB even do not pursue 

biotechnology-oriented research but rather focus on “basic science”. For example, 

Prof. Gil Segal studies the molecular genetic mechanism of infection by Legionella 

pneumophila.   Likewise, Prof. Martin Kupiec studies mechanisms of genomic 

instability and recombination in yeast. 



Notably, many biotechnology researchers in TAU are affiliated with other 

departments in the Faculty of Life Sciences, as well as in other faculties.  Many of 

them take part in teaching various biotechnology-related courses. The following list, 

of researchers outside of MMB is exemplary: 

Biotechnology research Faculty of Life Sciences (other than Dept. MMB) 

Prof. Jonathan Gershoni (Dept. Cell Biology & Immunology) studies molecular 

mechanisms of bio-recognition, and focuses on developing novel neutralizing 

epitopes to inhibit the HIV-1 virus.  

Prof. Dan Peer (Dept. Cell Biology & Immunology) focuses on developing novel 

strategies for targeted drug delivery. 

Dr. Iftach Yacoby (Dept. Molecular Biology and Ecology of Plants) studies renewable 

energy and develops novel approaches for producing hydrogen from algae and 

bacteria.  

Dr. Assaf Distelfeld (Dept. Molecular Biology and Ecology of Plants) uses genomic 

and genetic approaches for improving beneficial traits in wheat. 

Prof. Nava Zisapel (Dept. Neurobiology) studies biological rhythms and focuses on 

developing drugs to treat sleep disorders. 

Prof. Joel Kloog (Dept. Neurobiology) studies signaling pathways regulating cell 

growth, and focuses on developing novel drugs to interfere with RAS signaling for 

anti-cancer therapy. 

Prof. Dan Cannaani (Dept. Biochemistry & Molecular Biology) Identifies and develops 

novel anticancer drugs. 

Prof. Shoshana Bar-Nun (Dept. Biochemistry & Molecular Biology) studies protein 

misfolding in neurodegenerative diseases, screening for candidate drugs to alleviate 

ER stress as therapeutics for these disease. 

Prof. Micha Ilan (Dep. Zoology) studies marine-derived (Sponges) natural products 

and evaluates the potential of these metabolites for human benefit, mostly as lead 

compounds for the development of pharmaceutical drugs.  



Prof. Amir Ayali (Dep. Zoology) studies neural circuits regulating insect behavior with 

the aim of exploring them as a source for applications in engineering and robotics, 

e.g. possible use of insects as controllable miniature Unmanned Aerial Vehicles. 

Biotechnology research in other faculties at TAU 

Few examples will suffice: 

Prof. Ilana Gozes (Faculty of Medicine) develops novel therapeutics for 

neurodegenerative diseases. 

Prof. Ronit Satchi-Fainaro Faculty of Medicine Studies polymer therapeutics for the 

integration of anti-angiogenic therapy with chemotherapy. 

Prof. Shmuel Carmeli (Faculty of Exact Sciences) studies the biosynthesis origin of 

marine invertebrates natural products and develops biotechnological solutions for 

drug production problems and biosynthesis of biologically active marine natural 

products. 

Prof. Doron Shabat (Faculty of Exact Sciences) develops novel molecular systems 

with self-immolative capabilities for targeted prodrug approach in which the prodrug 

is disassembled of a targeting moiety to release the active drug upon a triggering 

event. 

Prof. Yael Hanin (Faculty of Engineering) focuses on engineering neural networks for 

treating neurological diseases. 

Prof. Mickey Scheinowitz (Faculty of Engineering) studies drug delivery and 

activation using ultrasound and shock waves. 

Prof. Shamgar Ben Eliyahu (Faculty of Social Sciences) studies the relationships 

between stress, the endocrine system, the immune system, and cancer progression, 

as well as anti-metastatic leukocyte populations, and their inherent special ability to 

destroy tumor cells. 

 

Numerous inter-departmental and inter-faculty collaborative research projects in 

biotechnology take place on the TAU campus involving the above and other 

scientists. Importantly, scientists and doctors working in the affiliated hospitals 



actively engage in various biotech-biomed collaborative projects with scientists on 

the TAU campus. The synergies between the different types of expertise brought to 

the collaborations are paramount for their success. 

 

Organizational structure of biotech research in TAU  

Given that biotechnology researchers in TAU are distributed over the entire range of 

faculties and departments it is unrealistic to group them into a single new entity 

(department/school/faculty). We believe that in addition to being unrealistic, it is 

not necessary to make gross changes in the “research model” of TAU or of the 

Faculty of Life Sciences (restructuring departments and mobilizing PIs). Modern 

research in Biology and Biotechnology in particular, is multidisciplinary anyway, and 

the majority of PIs at the Faculties of Life Sciences, Medicine, Exact Sciences and 

Engineering are involved in collaborations and consortia that traverse the 

boundaries of Departments, Faculties and Universities.  

Likewise, we believe that the best collaborative projects are not those forced on the 

scientist from top echelons. Rather, they flourish best when initiated by individual 

researchers who share common interests. The proximity and close interactions 

between scientists from all faculties on the TAU campus greatly facilitate such 

interactions. The Center for Nanoscience and Nanotechnology on the TAU campus is 

also a major facility contributing to biotech collaborations among scientists on the 

TAU campus. It is a multidisciplinary research center, serving all faculties and 

departments, which houses cutting edge equipment and technologies useful for 

biotech research.  

Another useful modality fostering interaction between biotech scientists across TAU 

is the Schwartz-Kip Institute of Biotechnology at TAU. The Institute, currently headed 

by Prof. Itai Benhar from MMB (Faculty of Life Sciences) has been active for 20 years. 

The Institute organizes once a year a 3-days retreat for ca. 100 researchers, graduate 

students (MSc and PhD) and postdocs involved in biotechnological projects in all 

faculties and departments at TAU. In these conferences, 19 of which have taken 

place till now, the scientists and particularly the graduate present their work either 



orally or as posters. Newly recruited faculty members, in any faculty/department in 

TAU, are encouraged to present in these conferences their biotechnological projects 

and plans, to help them recruit candidate graduate students and collaborators. 

Traditionally, keynote guest speakers in these conferences are senior scientists from 

the biotech industry in Israel, specialists in biotech venture capital investment and 

representatives of human-resources/job placement experts who describe job 

options in the Israeli biotech industry. The ample time allocated for informal 

interactions has traditionally been pointed out by participants as key to the success 

of these conferences in promoting new collaborations.  

 

Proposed mechanism for enhancing biotech collaborations in TAU  

One way to enhance collaborative biotech research among research groups in TAU 

(and its affiliated hospitals) can be to establish a special fund, internal to TAU that 

would specifically target interdisciplinary biotech projects across all faculties in TAU. 

This fund, which would be competitive, could provide the seed money for 1-2 years, 

that is often badly missing/needed, for developing a new collaborative project.  This 

should allow new collaborative projects to mature in a year or two towards 

submission of formal proposals to competitive national/international funding 

agencies. An action in this direction was recently initiated by RAMOT-Tel Aviv 

University's technology transfer company. 

 

  

 


